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bobo chan, a hong kong actress, said she never gave chen her contact number. "i don't know why or
how he got my number, but he said he has something to share with me," chan told the standard.
chan is still furious at the breach of trust. "if i knew that edison was taking photos like that, i would
have had my bodyguards to take care of him before he could take them. three of them (chen, chan,
chung) are known to be the same person. chen is a famous hong kong actor and film producer. at a
press conference on 29 january, chen told the media that he would indefinitely withdraw from the
hong kong entertainment industry. in the photo scandal, rumors have begun to fly about chen’s
private life. what's koon-hei chen (吳國懷) is the younger brother of renowned hong kong actor edison
chen. he is a marketing professional working for disney in hong kong. it was reported that when he
was studying in indonesia, he met a girl who was working at a chinese restaurant in the area. they
began to have a platonic relationship in 2003 and when they returned to hong kong, the girl's
parents found out and asked her to end the relationship. although chen had been wanting to break
the relationship for a long time, he had his hong kong lover in secret. the woman was later fired from
her employment and became his hong kong mistress. it was chen who insisted they have an
extramarital affair; it's as if he wants to "keep it his secret" and wants to "be a good man" for his
wife, who is expecting their first child. back in hong kong, chen's girl best friend asked his brother if
she could visit him. two days later, they went to a restaurant and met the girl's parents. the parents
were shocked by chen's mistress and they made it clear that chen is not welcome at home any
more. the girl had to return to indonesia. in 2006, the couple had a big fight and chen had to
threaten his girlfriend with a gun to force her to return to him and agree to be his mistress again.
chen had been seeing his girlfriend since 2003 in hong kong and indonesia. the girl had tried to end
the relationship several times, but chen threatened to harm her if she broke it off. the entire incident
had deeply hurt chen, as if he has already realized the end of the relationship. another thing that
made chen felt guilty was his brother, who, like him, had a secret. his brother also made him feel
guilty and he kept his affair in secret. chen cannot forgive his brother.
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sep 1, 2008 woman in the scandal.jpg celia cheung at the album launch of edison chen and gillian
chung in new york city on july 25, 2008. creative commons by flickr via rasterman,creative commons
share alike - license: this work is licensed under a creative commons attribution-noncommercial 3.0
unported license | view more works by the artist -" target="_blank">celia cheung.jpg (jpeg) - 828 x

500 pixels the scandal involves the illegal distribution over the internet of intimate and private
photographs of hong kong actor edison chen with various women, including actresses gillian chung,
bobo chan, cecilia cheung and rachel ngan. the scandal shook the hong kong entertainment industry

in early 2008 and received high profile media attention locally and around the world. many local
newspapers headlined the story consecutively during the first fortnight of february 2008, relegating

coverage of the 2008 chinese winter storms to secondary prominence during chinese new year. chen
was born in hong kong. he was the lead of the 2004 hit film detective chinatown 2 (探险警察2). he rose
to fame as the main actor of the 2005 hit film wong jing's the twins effect (讓世界變幻想醒). chen got his
first starring role on television as well, where he played the lead in the 2005 tvb series, mentors of
youth (新山靈門). in 2006, he starred as the lead of the hit drama series, the troubleshooters (本親角地). in
2007, he appeared in the tvb comedy, stairway to heaven (頭頂單樂). in 2008, chen starred as a lead in
the 2008 tvb drama series, city of life and death (救世主縱指). chen then starred in the 2008 tvb drama
series, the cop shop (探险警察):. chen also co-starred in the 2008 film, deadly trap (可殺的獎枪), where he

played the main role as chen long. chen played the lead in the 2008 television drama series, city of
life and death (救世主縱指), which is based on a true story. chen's name has recently been associated

with the chinese celebrity names list. he is listed as one of the chinese'smart list'. he was named one
of the 40 most influential celebrities in china by sina.com in may 2008. in may 2008, chen was

ranked as the 2nd most beautiful man in hong kong and taiwan by 50best, after actors andy lau and
ekin cheng. in november 2010, chen starred as the lead in the tvb drama series, the rogue k9 unit

(僵屍k9們). 5ec8ef588b
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